
7 Ways to Make Your Transition Journey Smoother
By Carol McClelland Fields, PhD

No matter where you are on the transition journey, there are actions you can take to make
your journey less rocky.

1. Fall----Consciously Acknowledge the Change is Happening: As soon as you sense
something is changing, pay attention. Don't step into the tempting stance of denying
that anything is happening. Denial at this point virtually guarantees that your path will
be longer and harder than it needed to be. The sooner you acknowledge the shift, the
easier it will be to adjust to the change.

2. Early Winter----Learn to Reflect: Although everyone around you may be encouraging
you to 'get back on the horse' that threw you, taking action when you don't know what
you want can be costly. Instead, take some time to reflect on who you are, what you
want, and what you need. Don't try to solve the current problem. Instead take a bigger
view. With a bit of insight and ingenuity, you'll be able to find a way to get beyond this
period of your life.

3. Winter Solstice----Acknowledge You Don't Know the Answer: I know every fiber of
your body and soul wants 'The Answer' to your dilemma. Unfortunately, the harder you
push yourself to figure it out, the more elusive the solution will be. By temporarily
surrendering to not knowing, you become open and receptive to insights. Those very
insights are your ticket to a new future.
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4. Winter Solstice----Ask Yourself New Questions: The most predictable way to get a new
sense of your future is to ask yourself new questions. When we are troubled by
something, we tend to ask ourselves the same questions over and over again. The
problem with this obsessive thinking is that it always leads to the same unworkable
answers. Your best strategy is to look to outside sources—books, talk shows, a coach,
the Internet—to spark new questions.

5. Late Winter----Create a Plan: Rather than leaping into action with your first new idea,
think of each idea as a clue. Follow each clue to see what comes next. Overtime the
clues will begin to come together to show you a pattern or a new direction. Once you
have a clear idea about where you want to go, create a plan. Whether you write it down
or develop it in your mind, knowing what you want helps you discern which actions will
take you to your goal.

6. Spring----Trust Your Own Sense of Timing: Although you are anxious to get on with
your life, don't act before you feel ready. Jumping into action because those you love
are pressuring you or because you think you should is counterproductive. When you are
ready to move forward, you’ll feel more energized and focused than you have in a long
time. If you hesitate or procrastinate, do some detective work to understand what’s not
working for you. Find creative ways to refine your vision so that you feel comfortable
taking action.

7. Summer----Celebrate Your Success: As you reach your milestone, acknowledge how far
you've come. Remember what your life was like when you were in Fall and Winter.
Honor your progress even if you know there’s more work to do to reach your ultimate
goal. By celebrating what you've achieved, you take a breath that allows you to prepare
for the next stages of your journey.

Make it a daily practice to observe nature as the seasons unfold. What you discover can
transform how you approach the changes in your life.

For more information about the Seasons of Change:

Visit the www.SeasonsofChange.com site for an overview of the Seasons of Change
Model ( http://www.seasonsofchange.com/seasons-of-change/ )

Check out the Seasons of Change book ( http://www.seasonsofchange.com/books/ )


